


Overview 
Just like marketing, there is no end all be all answer to 
SEO. I’m going to share with you a few SEO strategies 
that are easy enough for someone without website 
development experience to implement in-house.

•  The #1 SEO-Builder… Content
•  Blogging Tips 
•  Open Site Explorer & Links
•  Social Media & Listing Sites 
•  Offline Marketing & Why it Matters





Finding the Right Content	  
•  Content is important, but only if it’s content people 

are searching for.
•  How do we find content people are searching for?
–  Use Google to "

find suggestions







Finding the Right Content	  
–  Use customer questions to develop content you know 

people are curious about based on your customer base
–  Look at question-based"

sites like Yahoo Answers "
and eHow

–  Follow topics in popular "
forums, for example: "
LinkedIn groups



Making Your Content Available	  
•  Blogging Tips:
–  Use page and post titles that are 70 characters or less 

and are descriptive
–  Incorporate headings (h1, h2) into your content as well 

as bolded and unbolded copy 
–  Add images to your posts and make sure to use ALT 

tags
–  Incorporate internal links and outbound links
–  Integrate keywords into your title, copy and URL




Making Your Content Available	  
–  Pay attention to keyword density, 1-3% is ideal 

»  Keyword density = ((keyword/total words)*100)
»  Too many keywords = spam

–  Incorporate keywords at the beginning of your titles 
–  Recommended 300 words minimum per blog post 
–  Use colons to broaden your keyword phrases, for 

example:
»  “Blogging Tips: How to Blog for SEO” 





Open Site Explorer & Links	  
•  LINKS! Four years ago, “link building” was the SEO way. 

It’s not anymore, but links aren’t completely dead yet. 
•  Not all links are created equal – some links carry more 

weight than others online, this is due in large part to 
Domain Authority (how your site is ranked online vs. 
others) 

•  Use www.opensiteexplorer.org to compare your website to 
competition sites. Open Site Explorer is a FREE tool that 
lets you compare your site to others across the web.







Social Media	  
•  Make sure that your business is actively on social 

networking sites. Pick social networking sites that make 
sense for YOU, that you can maintain.

•  Don’t ignore Google+…"
Google owns it, and you "
want to be on Google. 

•  Keep things circular! Post"
blogs, link to them on "
social networking sites & "
use social sharing    à



Search Directories	  
•  Make sure to take advantage of"

free online listing sites &"
directories. Fill out information"
that you expect to be permanent!
–  Yelp
–  TripAdvisor       
–  Merchant Circle      
–  Urbanspoon
–  Visit Fort Collins
–  Downtownfortcollins.com
–  The list goes on and on & is has"

industry specific directories also!



Google Map Listings & Rank	  
•  First, look at how you’re searching: have you cleared your 

browser cache/cookies? Is your GPS enabled?"
These will affect what "
businesses show up in "
what rank for you.

•  To increase your listing rank:
–  Claim and update the content "

on your listing!"
Add photos & content

–  Increase your # of reviews! 
•  You need at least 4 reviews to "

become “rated” on Google 	  



Offline Marketing	  
•  Sponsorships
•  Press Releases 
•  Advertising "

(online) 
–  Use Google "

Analytics to help"
you determine "
where your "
website traffic "
is coming from! 	  



Questions?	  


